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Washington, D.C. 20505

25 October 2018
Mr. John Greenewald, Jr.
27305 W. Live Oak Road
Suite #1203
Castaic, CA 91384
Reference: F-2018-02593 II NSA #105174 (R-1)
Dear Mr. Greenewald:
In the course of processing your 13 September 2018 Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) request for a copy of the Intellipedia entry An Underwater Ice Station
Zebra: Recovering a Secret Spy Satellite Capsule from 16,400 Feet Below the Pacific
Ocean, the National Security Agency located CIA material and referred it to us on
18 September 2018 for review and direct response to you.
We have determined that the document can be released in segregable form with deletions
made on the basis of FOIA exemption (b)(3). A copy of the document and an
explanation of exemptions are enclosed. Exemption (b)(3) pertains to information
exempt from disclosure by statute. The rekvant statutes are Section 6 of the Central
Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, as amended, and Section 102A(i)(l) of the National
Security Act of 1947, as amended. As the CIA Information and Privacy Coordinator, I
am the CIA official responsible for this determination. You have the right to appeal this
response to the Agency Release Panel, in nay care, within 90 days from the date of this
letter. Please include the basis of your appeal.
If you have any questions regarding our response, you may contact us at:
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, DC 20505
Information and Privacy Coordinator
703-613-3007 (Fax)
Please be advised that you may seek dispute resolution services from the CIA's FOIA
Public Liaison or from the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) of the
National Archives and Records Administration. OGIS offers mediation services to help
resolve disputes between FOIA requesters and Federal agencies. You may reach CIA's
FOIA Public Liaison at:
•
703-613-1287 (FOIA Hotline)

The contact information for OGIS is:
Office of Government Information Services
National Archives and Records Administration
8601 Adelphi Road - OGIS
College Park, MD 20740-6001
202-741-5770
877-864-6448
202-741-5769 (fax)
ogis@nara.gov
Contacting the CIA's FOIA Public Liaison' or OGIS does not affect your right to pursue
an administrative appeal.
Sincerely,

Allison Fong
Information and Privacy Coordinator
Enclosures
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(U) An Underwater Ice Station Zebra: Recovering a Secret
Spy Satellite Capsule from 16,400 Feet Below the Pacific Ocean
UNCLASSIFIED
From ln tcllipedia
(U) The Historical Collections Division
Undersea Museu
The History of Space tg '
y e en m n e tgence gency
presentation on the 1971-1
National Reconnaissance Oftice (NRO), the United States Department of Defense (DoD), and
private industry to retrieve a capsule from an American spy satellite that had crashed into the Pacific
Ocean. The event, which took place on 3 November 2012 at the Naval Undersea Museum in
Keyport, Washington, featured academics, historians, and several former naval oflicers who were
personally involved in the 1971-72 operation.
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(U) As part of this event, HCD campi led a collection of declassified documents on the operation,
highlighting interagency cooperation within the Intelligence Community (I C) and the lessons learned
from this particular undertaking.

·Contents
Film recovered from HEXAGON mission.
a I (U) The Operation

o I. I ( U) Planning the Operation
" 1.2 (U) Locating and Recovering the Bucket
a 1.3 (U) Lessons Learned
a 2 (U) HCD Presentation
" 3 (U) Useful Links and Sources

(U) The Operation
(U) On 15 June 1971, the first mission of the HEXAGON satellite program was launched. The satellite was designed to photograph denied areas and
return the tilm to Earth in recovery vehicles, or "buckets," which were to be slowed by parachutes and retrieved by Air Force aircraft. When the satellite
jettisoned its third bucket, the bucket crashed into the Pacific Ocean and immediately sank to a depth of 16,400 feet. As the bucket contained tilm with
valuable images of Soviet missile sites, CIA partnered with the Navy to reco ver the bucket.
(U) Over a period of eight months, deep submergence Navy vessel Trieste II (DSV-1) searched for the missing capsule with assistance from its support
ship USS White Sands (ARD-20) and support ship tug USS Apache (ATF-67). After several setbacks, including failure ol" equipment and inclement
weather, Triesle II successfully recovered the capsule on 26 April 1972, earning a Meritorious Unit Citation for performing tht:: deepest ocean recovery
ever then attempted . While the tilm was unfonunately unable to be salvaged, the operation was a paradigm of cooperution among the CIA, NRO, and
DoD and now serves as an early example of interagency collaboration.

(U) Planning the Operation
(U) After the crash of the HEXAGON bucket, it was detern1ined that the tilm was worth salvaging due to
the possibility that it contained valuable imagery of Soviet missile sites. Shortly thereafter, Dr. Robert Naka,
Deputy Director of the NRO, and Carl Duckett, CIA Deputy Director for Science and Technology
I
~a uthorized the CIA Oflice of Special Projects to inquire
wnn the Navy aooul recovenng the bucket from t e ocean tloor. On 27 July 1971, the operation was
tomnalized in a meeting with Navy, Air Force, CIA , NRO, and industry representatives, and official
planning began.

(b)(3)

(U) In itia l issues identif•ed were determining the bucket's location on the ocean floor and designing
-·.apparatuses that could recover the bucket without damaging the tllm, which was presumed to have water
The final design of the 'hay hook' used 10
d~mage and would lheretore be more prone ~o break~ge than ~sual. A team led by Dr. Fred Spiess, Director
recover the capsule from the ocean floor.
ot the Marine Phystcal Laboratory at the Scrtpps lnslitulion of Occanogmphy
j
Iwas assembled to lind the bucket and place Deep Ocean
I ransponders (DO Is) on the ocean floor that would later direct the Trieste II to its target. Dr. Spiess' connection also solved the issue ol" cover-- if
uncleared public or crew asked , the recovered item was an instrument from the Marine Physical Laboratory.

I

I
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(U) Aller several attempts to design and construct an apparatus suitable for raising the film from the ocean tloor, the decision was made to create a "hay
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hook" design, which would .dc;scend over, and close around, the bucket before bringing it to the surface, much likea hay hook in a bam or a Claw in a
crane game~ Additionally, a shipping container was created that colild hold the 'film, .the hay hook, and enough·seawater to keep the filmsubrilerged
while in transit-to Eastman Kodak I
·
' aboratories in Rochester, New Yorkl
Testing oegan on me nay n<,JOK m late september 1971 , and test aives began on 29 September l-.19:r1n.l-._ _ __ __ _
L __

_ _ _ _ __ _
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.(U) Locating and Recovering the Bucket
(U) On 20 October 1971, the bucket was believed to be located on the ocean floor; subsequently, the shipping container was prepared for launch on 2
November 1971. The first recovery dive was carried out on 4 November 1971, but the divers were unable to locate the bucket: This led to the
linfortunate-detennination that the "discovery" of the bucket on 20 October was·erroneous. On 30 November 1971, the second dive to locate the ·buckct
was carried out; the ·bucket ·was in fact found , but the divers were-unable to place.a DOT·due to low batte_ry in the submersible.
(U) With winter coming, the weather worsened, and·the idea was·noated of abandoning the project. However, CIA and NRO worried that if the project
were to be abandoned, the Soviets would move in on it. There were two options: I) complete the project or 2)·c<induct operations to mak.e the Soviets
think we had completed the project. Option #I was chosen, ll!1d the project was put on hold until more arnenabie weather arrived; anticipated in the
spring of 1972:
·
·
(U).The third .and final dive was initiated on.25 April 1972. The bucket was located, ihe hook_was positioned to retrieve the (ifm,.arid the operation
commenced. The
began to .disintegrate, however, as soon as it was moved ·-- divers rus!Jed to the,scene 'but no-usable film could be salvaged~ _ Of
cons_iderable benefit to the United ~taies, however, nothing remained to indicate to others that there had -once been a satellite capsule at this location.

film

(U) Lessons Learned
· (U) The second HEXAGON mission was launched on 20 Jamlllry 1972, with the design flaws that led t() the crash of the third bucket corrected. From

theinitial problems with the third buckei, we were able·to identifY-the failure that led the parachute to malfunction, and t9 correct that in future missions.
This operation was also the predecessor of the Glomar Explorer project, an operation imdenaken in the•1970s to retrieve a Soviet submarine from where
it had sunk to the floor of the Pacific Ocean.
(U) The operation to:retric;ve the ·bucket of film -from the HEXAGON mission was the first time that an object of this small size had been located on the

ocean·floor, and the first time any object had been recovered from this depih. Demonstrating these capabilities was important for operations to follow,
and the interagency cooperation shown during this-project carne t() be a·mOdel for the Intelligence Ccimmun_ity as it strove to collaborate more efficiently
on various operations. ·

(U) HCD Presentation
?->-'~~L>!!!"-"'"-'-'!!.!!J"-"-"'-'-'-"-'""-"""""'""""u..u......,"""'-L-----r--:-:-----,---,---,---,-c-c-:--:---' and Quest: The History of
held a presentation during which declaSsified documents regafdingthe
bC7C=r.= x-n.-,:-==...-=Ao.-;;:-r;;-=-=-.,.,-,;;r;o""v;;;cem=e;;:r:-rriT'I'2-;;a•t o;;-;;:
th e-.;N:r;a;;-:v;;lal Undersea Mu5eum in Keyoort. WashingtOn
nd featured CIA historian David Waltrop l
1 - - - - - - - - -..,-rl>'-.r.tc"""ar"""""ayoron.r' ,rrsm,ret.), LCDR Beauford Myers,USN (ret.), an
'-:-..d'fo"nn
....,.,e--r-.:n-=-av-=a"l'in"'t"e'l"l"i~ge-=-n=-=c~e-=o"Liffi;;-:"
tcer'Lee Mathers.
'=""'"""""'rmc""""""..-.........::distributed and a reception was held after the presentation.
·
·
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(U) Useful Links and Sources
• CIA Historical Collections Division
.
11 CIA Historical Collections Division, An Underwater Ice Station 'Zebra: Recovering a Secret Spy Sdtelli(e Capsule from i 6. 400 Feet Below the
Pacific Ocea~. Central'lntelligence-Agency, 2012.
·
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Explanation of Exemptions

Freedom of Information Act:
(b)(l) exempts from disclosure information currently and properly classified, pursuant to an
Executive Order;
(b)(2) exempts from disclosure information which pertains solely to the internal personnel rules
and practices of the Agency;
(b)(3) exempts from disclosure information that another federal statute protects, provided that the
other federal statute either requires that the matters be withheld, or establishes particular
criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld. The (b)(3)
statutes upon which the CIA relies include, but are not limited to, the CIA Act of 1949;
(b)( 4) exempts from disclosure trade secrets and commercial or financial information that is
obtained from a person and that is privileged or confidential;
(b)(5) exempts from disclosure inter-and intra-agency memoranda or letters that would not be
available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency;
(b)(6) exempts from disclosure information from personnel and medical files and similar files the
disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy;
(b )(7) exempts from disclosure information compiled for law enforcement purposes to the extent
that the production of the information (A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with
enforcement proceedings; (B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an
impartial adjudication; (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy; (D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a
confidential source or, in the case of information compiled by a criminal law enforcement
authority in the course of a criminal investigation or by an agency conducting a lawful
national security intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source ;
(E) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement investigations or
prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the
law; or (F) could reasonably be expected to endanger any individual's life or physical
safety;
(b )(8) exempts from disclosure information contained in reports or related to examination,
operating, or condition reports prepared by, or on behalf of, or for use of an agency
responsible for regulating or supervising financial institutions; and
(b )(9) exempts from disclosure geological and geophysical information and data, including maps,
concerning wells.
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